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Merchandiser & Production Manager 

 
 
CONTRACT: Part-time 
 
LOCATION: WFH, with ability to travel to East Devon 
 
SALARY: Competitive 
 
 
THE BRAND 
 
We are a female founded, high-end British Eco Childrenswear brand specialising in outdoor 
products, designed specifically to allow children the freedom to explore and engage with the Natural 
World. Our ethos is to create a deeper connection between children and the environment, with a 
view to promoting positive mental health and wellbeing in future generations, coupled with a lifelong 
desire to nurture and protect our planet. 
 
THE ROLE 
 
We are looking for: 
 
A dynamic and highly organised individual who will oversee the Merchandising and 
Production processes required to successfully deliver Töastie's seasonal ranges. 
 
What we offer: 
 
- Flexible working arrangements, provided all deadlines are met and a high standard of work is 
consistently delivered, you work on your time 
- Wellbeing and resilience coaching in collaboration with the Reset Project 
- The opportunity to be part of a fast-growing small company who place paramount value on our 
beautiful planet and inspiring a deeper connection with nature 
 
Key Areas of Responsibility: 
 
- Creation and ownership of the production Critical Path, liaising with all members of the business to 
ensure all milestones are monitored and delivered on time 
- Support on seasonal range build in collaboration with key stakeholders in the business; margin 
and option proposals based on analysis of stock, sales data status, pricing and category hierarchy 
- Manage pricing across the business, analysing margin impact and stock movements on a 
consistent basis 
- Management of product information and life cycle in system including areas such as SKU code 
creation, names & data entry onto Brightpearl 
- Liaise with global supply base to manage the production calendar 
- Liaise with key wholesale stakeholders to ensure wholesale order books are filled in a 
timely manner 
- Monitor product sales on a weekly basis and take learnings to inform future buying  
- Monitor weekly shipments from all factories and Manage supplier bookings with 
Freight Forwarding Partners 
- Monitor Marketplace activity and propose business activity accordingly 
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Should have experience in: 
 
- The garment production process from conception through to bulk delivery, working with key 
business stakeholders to create seasonal price architectures 
- Working with BrightPearl 
- Working with a global supply base 
- Working within the fashion industry, ideally but not required to Childrenswear 
- Working with Marketplace portals, ideally but not required to Zalando 
 
Key: 
 
Positive attitude and receptive to change in an ever-evolving fast pace environment. 
Ability to problem solve and create new processes that will enhance business infrastructure. 
 
All applicants please send your CV and covering letter to: kirstie@toastiekids.com 
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